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Abstract
In this short paper we present a benchmark of regular path queries where paths are returned in addition
to reachable nodes. The types of paths returned mimic the upcoming GQL graph query standard, and
require returning a single path, a single shortest path, all shortest paths, all trails, or all simple paths
connecting each pair of nodes in the answer to the query. We provide two challenge sets: (i) real
world queries extracted from the Wikidata query logs; and (ii) a synthetic dataset with exponential
behavior meant to serve as a sanity check for the termination conditions of a path algorithm. A reference
implementation using MillenniumDB, a recently published open-source graph database engine, is also
provided with the challenge.
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1. Introduction

Graph databases [1] are a rapidly growing area, both in terms of academic research [2], and
commercial systems being developed by multiple vendors [3, 4, 5]. Graphs databases offer
flexibility in terms of design, are easily extensible, and independent of a fixed schema. In terms
of querying, graph databases introduce interesting challenges as opposed to the relational
setting. Following [1], graph queries could roughly be divided into two classes: (i) graph
patterns; and (ii) path queries. Here we will focus on path queries.

The most widely used class of path queries are regular path queries, or RPQs for short [6]. An
RPQ is specified by a regular expression, and the query looks for all pairs of nodes connected
by a path whose edge labels form a word in the language of the expression. An RPQ can thus
return: (a) only the connected nodes; or (b) the connected nodes together with the path(s)
witnessing this connection. Option (a) is usually considered in the research literature [6], or
in SPARQL systems [7]. However, option (b) is extremely relevant in practice, where multiple
engines support returning paths [3, 4, 8], and the upcoming ISO standard for graph querying [9]
prescribing different types of paths (shortest, trail, simple, etc.) to be returned when answering
an RPQ.

In this short paper we report on ongoing work about algorithms for returning paths that
witness a pair of nodes being in the answer of an RPQ, and present a resource, called Millenni-
umDB Path Query Challenge, which can be used by the research and development community
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to test their implementations of path queries. The challenge contains datasets and RPQs, which
are to be evaluated under different semantics for returning paths. We also provide a reference
implementation using MillenniumDB [10], an open-source graph database engine developed at
IMFD Chile. All the resources are freely available at [11].

1.1. Related Work

Several path query benchmarks had been proposed in the past. Most of them focused on
reachable nodes, and not on returning paths. Notable examples include gMark [12], and
BeSEPPI [13]. The most representative work on returning paths along with reachable nodes
is The LDBC Social Network Benchmark [14], which contains several queries that use the
RPQ knows*, and require paths with different characteristic (weighted, shortest, etc.) are to be
returned. Our approach is more focused on complex RPQs, and path modes prescribed by the
GQL standard [9]. The presented work heavily relies on WDBench [15], a recent Wikidata [16]
query benchmark, and on examples from [17].

2. MillenniumDB Path Query Challenge

The key objective of the MillenniumDB Path Query Challenge is to test the efficiency of
algorithms for finding paths that witness an answer to an RPQ. We specify RPQs using the
SPARQL property path syntax [7], given that this is the only fully standardized language for
RPQs (and their slight extensions such as 2RPQs [18]) to date. We consider the following three
types of RPQs:

(i) (start) propertyPath (end);
(ii) (start) propertyPath (?x); and

(iii) (?x) propertyPath (?y),

where (start) and (end) are either fixed nodes of the graph, and ?x and ?y are variables. Type
(i) queries are boolean and check whether end is reachable from start via propertyPath.
Type (ii) queries look for all nodes reachable from start, while type (iii) queries return all pairs
of nodes connected by propertyPath. For each such answer, we also wish to return paths.

What should my implementation return? We prescribe evaluating the challenge queries
under the following semantics:

• Endpoints: For type (i) queries this is just true/false; for type (ii) we return all nodes
reachable from (start); for type (iii) we require all pairs of nodes connected by
propertyPath.

• Any path: For each answer returned by enpoints, we also provide a single path wit-
nessing this result.

• Shortest path: For each answer returned by enpoints, we also provide a single shortest
path witnessing this result.

• All shortest paths: For each answer returned by enpoints, we also return all shortest
paths witnessing this result.



• All trails: For each answer returned by enpoints, we also return all trails (i.e. paths not
repeating any edges) witnessing this result.

• All simple paths: For each answer returned by enpoints, we also return all simple
paths (i.e. paths not repeating any nodes) witnessing this result.

How many results? We recommend the number of results to be limited to 100,000. This
number includes different paths for the same pair of connected nodes in the query answer. For
instance, if a fixed pair (start,end) is connected by 100,000 shortest paths, returning all these
paths already reaches the query limit. The limit is to keep the number of results manageable,
and to allow checking whether the algorithms terminate efficiently.

How to run the queries? For each challenge dataset, all the queries should be run in
succession without any warmup for each implementation mode that the user wishes to test. For
instance, if we are testing how the algorithms for returning all shortest paths runs, we should
run all the queries under the all shortest-path semantics. Each return mode should be tested in
isolation. A timeout of 1 minute should be imposed on all the queries.

What should I report? The main metric we wish to track is execution time. Additionally,
memory usage is recommended to be reported. Depending on the actual implementation, the
data management mode should be categorized as:

1. On-disk: when the graph database is stored on disk (e.g. in B+trees) and buffered into
main memory.

2. In-memory: when all the data is available in main memory.
3. Hybrid: when the disk data is loaded into specialized memory structures.

Reference implementation A reference implementation is made available at [11]. We
remark that at this point queries of type (iii) are not fully supported. All the semantics modes
and data management modes are available in the reference implementation, with repository
readme files explaining their usage.

We next describe the data/queries provided in the challenge.

2.1. Challenge #1: real-world

The first challenge set tests the performance on real world data and user posted queries. For
this, we use the Wikidata [16] dataset and its SPARQL query logs [19], from which property
path patterns were extracted. More precisely, we base ourselves on the recently published
WDBench [15] benchmark. The same dataset as in WDBench is used; namely, we take the
truthy dump of Wikidata, and keep only direct properties from this RDF dataset1, and remove
Wikidata labels and descriptions. This results in an (RDF) dataset consisting of 1.257 billion
triples. Transforming this dataset into a graph results in 364 million nodes and 1.257 billion
edges. The dataset can be downloaded at [20].
1This allows us to have the graph structure in the dataset, which is the only thing explored by the RPQs.



In terms of queries, WDBench extracted several different query sets according to their
characteristics. We took the RPQ query set from WDBench, and classified the RPQs in this
set according to the three types described above. The queries are to be evaluated according to
the modes described above (endpoints, trail, etc.). In total there are 659 RPQs in our dataset.
Of these 6 are of type (i); 586 are of type (ii), and 67 of type (iii). These are to be evaluated
according to one of the semantics modes described above. Remember that a limit of 100,000
results applies. The queries can be found at [11].

In order to facilitate usage in other engines, at [11] we include the Cypher [21] version of
queries whenever possible. Notice that not all RPQs can be expressed in Cypher, and some
semantics modes are not supported.

2.2. Challenge #2: synthetic

Here we present a synthetic dataset with a large number of paths between two nodes. The
purpose of this challenge is to check whether the path algorithms can detect choking points
and stop execution. The graph used in this challenge, illustrated in Figure 1, is taken from [17].
The single RPQ of type (i) used here has the pattern (A) a* (B). Notice that in this graph
all paths from 𝐴 to 𝐵 conforming to a* are shortest, trails and simple paths at the same time,
and there are 2𝑛 of them, while the graph has only 3𝑛+ 1 nodes and 4𝑛 edges. Notice that for
any semantics mode finding 100,000 paths should be easy enough, however, a poorly designed
algorithm might try and compute all paths, which is unfeasible even for moderate values of 𝑛.
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Figure 1: Graph for challenge #2. Here 𝑛 is a parameter.

3. Conclusions

We present a resource and reference implementation for testing out algorithms for returning
paths conforming to regular expressions over graph databases. We also perform initial experi-
ments available at [11]. We hope that this resource can be of use to researchers and developers
interested in implementing algorithms for returning paths in graph database query answers.
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